CHILDREN AT WORK AND AT SCHOOL.—Children at legal school age (10 to 13) who both work and go to school or work only.

RETIRED.—Persons retired from active business.

UNEMPLOYED (12 MONTHS).—Persons not employed at their accustomed occupation at all during the census year.

AFFLICTED, ETC.—Persons suffering with acute or chronic diseases, blind, deaf, dumb, maimed, lame, insane, idiotic, and other afflicted persons, and paupers and homeless children.

DEPENDENTS (IN PRIVATE FAMILIES).—Relatives or other persons more or less dependent for support.

AT HOME.—Children too young to go to school.

NOT GIVEN.—Young persons or adults, of working age, who, for some reason, have no occupation.

The publisher is indebted to Charles F. Pitgin, Acting Chief, of the State Bureau of Statistics, for valuable information in regard to census figures, and to W. E. Kendall for local statistics.